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EXAMS ARE
UPON US

The Rotunda

BUT HAPPY
HOLIDAYS ANYWAY

FARMVILLE, VA., WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11. 1940

VOLUME XX

NO. 11

Elsye Berrye Yates To Reign Over Mardi Gras
Thackston Winner
In Speaking Contest
Fiances Thackston. sophomore
from Durham, North Carolina
was acclaimed 'Dixie Champion
Impromptu Speaker" and Elizabeth Ann Parker. Portsmouth,
won second place in problem
solving at the annual Dixie
Forensic Tournament held at
Winthrop College, Rock Hill.
South Carolina last week-end.
December 6-8.
In debating. Farmville was
represented on the affiimative
side by Elizabeth Ann Parker and
Jack Cock who won four debates
and lost two. They won In clashes
against Carson Newman. The
Citadel. Emory and Henry, and
Wingate; and last to Lenior
Rhyne and Brevard.
The negative side of the question was debated by Frances
Thackston and Myrtle Jenkins
bates winning over Wake Forest,
who won three out of seven deWingate. and Winthrop and losing to Lenoir Rhyne. Presbyterian
College. University of Alabama,
and Western Carolina.
The subject for debate was the
national Pi Kappa Delta question: "Resolved that the Nation*
of
the Western
Hemisphere
should form a permanent Union."
At the tourney were 198 official delegates representing 27
different college.-*. Leading the list
were Mars Hill, Junior College.

with 16 contestants, and Clemson with 14 contestants.
Fiances is a sophomore transier from Madison College, Harrisonburg, Virginia, This is her
first year of intercollegiate debating. At Madison Frances was
a member of the forensic sosiety.
Elizabeth Ann. a junior, has
debated for Faimville for three
in numerous intercollegiate
debates. She is a member of Pi
Kappa Delta and is vice-president of the Debate Club.
Jack is a senior and this is
her third year of intercollegiate
debating. Frances, a freshman, is
beginning her first year as an
intercollegiate debater.
A initial Christmas Dinner
History will repeat itself
again, when on Friday, December 13, the traditional Christmas banquet will b given in
S. T. C. dining hall al 6 o'clock.
Duiing the dinner Christmas
carols will be sung. 'Ihis year
six girls have been appointed
to lead the students in tinting
the songs These gnl.s are Virginia Barksdale. Jean Meyer,
Virginia Richards, Forrest ine
Whitaker. Betsy Jennings, and
Fiddle Haymes.

Modern Dance Groups Will
Give Informal Demonstration
The fundamentals and com•duet from Allemande) —
Handel.
position classes with Orchesis.
the dance club, will present a
b. "Gossip" "solo from Caurmodem
dance
demonstration,
ante > -Niemann.
Thursday. December 12 at 9 p
c. "Only Faith is Left" igroup
m. Tills is to be a demonstration
from Sarabandei - -Satie
of dance in all its present teach- Orchesis:
ing forms, not an exhibition.
1 < Theme and Variations—music
Opening the program the funby Mae Wc-rtz
damentals class will demonstrate
a. Rise to Power"
the following:
b. "Air Raid"
111 Tools of movement
'This is an unfinished group
■ 2> Improvisations on movement
project which grew out of
"3> Studies, showing development
the social scene of today)
of a technique as it will be ■2) "Squaring the Pound" 'Amerused by the composition class
icana*—Guinon
and Orchesis in their compo- '3' Three Christmas Carols:
sitions.
a. "Lullaby to a Lost Child"
'an old French carol)
Composition Class:
111 Three authentic pre-classic
b. "Here We Go A-Caroling"
'an old Bohemian carol)
dance forms:
a. Allemande—Motheson
e. "Ring Out the Old—Ring
b. Caurante -Frescobaldi
in the New" 'an old Gerc. Sarabande—Vldal
man carol)
Everyone is invited. There is no
<2i Abstracts of above:
a. "Two again the World" idmission.

College Obserres Traditional
Hanging of (Weens Friday
Friday night after Miss Rice
tells the story of "The Other Wise
Man", the Freshman Commission
will sponsor the "Hanging of the
Greens" an old custom that has
come down century by century to
our generation and which has
l.kewise woven itself into tin
Christmas tradition of our Alma
Mater.
The rite of the "Hanging
of the Greens" is eagerly awaited by everyone familiar with the
occasion, for 'tis then we "deck
the halls with boughs of holly."
As we leave the auditorium we
are given pieces of running cedar, and caroling our way around
to the Rotunda, we decorate the
posts,
stairway, the railing
around second and third floors,
pictures, doorways, and mantle.
Here again, everyone joins in

singing Christmas carols. The
spirit of freindship and of the
'in, Unas season blend into an
atmosphere of graciousness and
beauty that many of us will
never forget.
This custom of hanging greens
first existed in the time of the
Romans and was pagan In origin.
The Roman gods were suppo.-i d
to have descended to hang evergreens in the houses of those
whom they favored with high
steem. The house of Peleus was
tlr.night to have been the firsr
into which the gods entered and
hung from the ceilings the metis
But today we have borrowed
this ancient custom and have
given to it a new significance
When we hang the greens, we ase
binding our hearts into one u>
Joan, to our Alma Mater, and to
the spirit of Christmas

Seniors, Four Juniors
Elected To Queen's Court;
Rollins Is Chairman of Event

[FOOT

Y. W. Sponsors
X mas Hrogra m
This Week

Elsye Berrye Vales, a senior From Suffolk, will reign
as queen of Mardi (Iras on Tuesday, February ii">. The
queen-elect has been president of the Choral Club for the
past tWO year.- and is active In all phases of music. She is
In accordance with the Yulea
member of Pi Kappa Sigma sorority and Cotillion Club.
tide season, the Y. W. C. A. will
.Members of her court from the senior class will inpresent a Christmas pageant entitled "O Holy Night" in the audiclude Betty Fabr, Richmond; Louise Painter, Roanoke;
torium during prayers tonight.
Nancy I'ieipont, Salem; and .Nancy Wolfe, Lynchburg;
December 11. This program initiNancy NatF, Roanoke; Cottie Radspinner, Richmond; Mary
ates a series of events which have
Lou Shannon. Richmond; and May Wertz. Roanoke, will
been planned for the celebration
represent the junior class.
of the Christmas season.
Dorothy Rollins is general chairman of the affair and
Depicting the Christmas as
found in the book of Luko, the
Yates Carr will serve as business manager. Also on the
pageant will be presented in tabcommittee are Libby West and Pat Gibson. Other commitleau form. Caralie Nelson will MARY ELIZABETH I'KTTK'RKW tees are to be selected after Christmas as are the orchestra
read the scripture as the scenes
and judges. Members of PI Gamma Mu will decorate, arare presented. In the first scene,
range for orchestra, decide on suitability of costumes and
the angel. Virginia Howell. will
handle all business matters.
sing "While Shepherds Watch
Pageant, Concert And
White Christmas Are
Yulelide Highlights

Tlu-ir Flock by Night" accompanied by the Junior A'Capella
Choir. Louisa Sanford. Miriam
llanvey. Florence Thierry, and
Helen DeLong will enact the role
of shepherds.
Scene II is the manger where
Nancy Dupuy. Beth Johnson ana
Susie Pearl Crocker, the three
.vise men. will sing "We Three
Kings of the Orient Are." Virginia Barksdale and Caroline Harvey play the parts of the Madonna and Joseph, respectively. The
pncles arc Catherine May and
Ellen Hudgins. With a chorus
singing "Silent Night" the wise
.n. n bring forth gifts which are
o be presented to the young
Christ Child. A special selection.
Cantique de Noel." will be sung
by Virginia Richards.
The program also will include
lotip singing of "Away in a
Manger.' O Come All Ye Faithlul." and "Joy to the World."
E.eanor Folk, head of prayers
committee, is chairman of the
program: Dot Johnson is head o'
ighting committee; and the music
is m charge of the A'Capella
Choir.
N'I him Reads "Why Chimes Rang"
"Why the Chimes Rang." an
old favorite among the Christmas
stories, will be told during the
service of prayers tomorrow night,
December 12, by the president of
the Student Body. Caralie Nelson.
rhe telling of this story by the
president of the Student Body is
one of the Christmas customs at
S. T. C.
Friday the 13th. always remembered because of Its superstitions
app< al. again marks a memorable
occasion as that is the date of
the annual Christmas dinner.
This will be followed by the traditional "Hanging of the Greens"
which is under the auspices of
the Freshman Commission. Running cedar, evergreens and misteltoe will decorate the entire Rotunda after which carols will be led
by Sarah Chambers, chairman of
Y W C. A. music committee.
Later in the evening at Prayers
Minnie V. Rice will again
Continued on Page 6

Virginian Adds
Staff Members
Shirley Pierce. Roanoke, and
Elizabeth
Tennent.
Hopewell,
both members of the freshman
class, have recently been added to
the annual staff announced May
Wertz, editor.
Shirley, who will serve on the
business staff, is an officer on the
Freshman Commission, publicity
i haiiman of the Riding Club, a
member of the Dramatic and
Cotillion Clubs, and a reporter on
The Rotunda staff.
Elizabeth who works on the
membership committee of the Y.
W C. A., is a member of the
Cotillion Club and a reporter on
The Rotunda staff. She will serve
on the literary staff of the annual.

/ettierew Elected
Mav Dav Chairman
Other Committee
Heads Listed

Mary Elizabeth Petticrew. a
senior from Roanoke. was elected
at the regular student body meeting December 4 as General Chairman of May Day. Mary Elizabeth
has been an active participant in
May Day since her freshman year,
and is head of Orchesis dance
group this year.
Marjorie Gooden from Lynchourg will act in the capacity of
Business Manager; Dell Warren.
Midland, is in charge of staging:
Anne Turner. Richmond, properlea: May Wertz. Roanoke, music:
Dot Lawrence. Salem, and Nan
Duer. Toano, costumes: Pat Gibon. Astoria. N. Y„ theme; Sara
Hall, transportation; and Madge
McFall. Danville, dance.
Lheae girls will choose girls to
work under them on their respecive committees.
The names were turned in by
the Physical Education faculty as
luggStted nominees and were
oted upon by the student body
it the meeting Wednesday night.
Tecember 4.

$600 Hafeed For
Student Fund
Five hundred and twenty students of S. T. C. have pledged
$600 to the World Student Service Fund", announced Charlotte
Gresham. chairman of the public affairs committee of the V. W.
C. A.
These pledges represent the
culmination of a drive, which the
Public Affairs committee of the
Y. W. C. A. sponsored last week,
November 30 through Dec. 7. In
conjunction with its annual
world fellowship week.
Charlotte further added that
$135 of the pledged money has
already ben received from the
students, the highest pledge being
$25. Miss Mary Nichols, professor
of English and in charge of

faculty contributions, has turned in $30.
Due to the pledge form of contributing the drive will be left
officially open until April when
all pledges must be paid in full.
On February 1 and April 1 provisions wll be made for receiving
payments on the pledges; howver. a payment may be made anytime during the year.

iiamma Psi liids Six
Gamma Psi, honorary art sornity issued bids to Winifred
Wright, Marjorie Rice, Imogene
Claytor. Bess Wlndham. Florence
Lee and Geraldine Beekner

Fashioned After New Orleans *
Mardi Gras. which is sponsored
annually by Pi Gamma Mu. is
patterned after the world famous
New Orlean festival. Everyone ath nding the dance is required to
be in costume. Prizes will be offered for the best costume <couple),
the most original and prettiest.
Tin se awards will be on display
in Martin's Window after Christmas.
The crowning of the queen, feaure of the evening, will be immediately followed by a ipe< lal
f oor show, which will include
lOQga, dances and other entertainment.
Cottie Radspinner, Mary Lou
Shannon and Nancy Wolfe were
members of last year's court
Which Essie Millner reigned over.
All members ol Mardi Gras court
have b:ten members of May Court.
Other nominees were Helen
Ott. Anne Bert on, Jeanne Bears,
Pat Whit lock. Jane Lee Hutchson, Martha Smith, Helen Watts
and Helen Wiley Hardy.
The committee which nominated for the election was composed
jf the classman and president of
tach of the classes, an adviser to
i'l (lamina Mu and two me
if the fraternity.

"

Dr. Walmsley Elected
Head of Va. Council
Of Social Studies
Dr. James Elliot Walmsley. head
of the department of hist ry, wan
recently elected to the presidency
of the Virginia Council of Social
Studies a group to do research
work in the educational practices
of Virginia. Dr. R. E. Swindls of
the University of Virginia faculty
was chosen secretary.
Monday. December 2, Dr. Walmsley attended the meet inn ,if the
Educational Political Commi
national organization at Richmond. Va. He was one of a hundred Virginias selected to uiuml
this meeting. Tlv group CO!
ed to discuss "Democracy and Bd
ucatrin". Dr. Walmsley was on
the committee to define the alms
ut democi ai i

ELSYE BERRYE YATF.S

Patterson Heads
(amj)us League
Agnes Patterson, a sophomore
from Winston-Salem, N. C, was

elected chairman of the Campus
i
lie in die regular Student
Body meeting, December 4 Agnes
replaces Lillian Agnew who withdrew from college
With the two :
on the league from each class.
A Hi■-." duty will be to maintain

the support and cooperation of
the Students in keeping
the
campus ( lean and in refraining

ii' in impropei use of the earn
pus and the buildings.

Agnes la temporary ecretary of
ophomore class and seen
tary ol the Granddaughters'
club, she i on the Sophomore
Commisi ion and I ■ member of
the Dramatic Club

Christmas Events
Dec ii

Virginian

Subscription
The staff of the Virginian Is
anxious to complete subscription sales during the month of
January. Plan to get your
money for the book during the
holidays Save vour Christmas
check for your yearbook.
The table in the hall ulll be
open all day January 4 to l ik'
your subscription.
Price of the annual this fear
has been reduced from $5 to S4.
February 1 Is the deadline for
subscriptions.
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Member Virginia Intercollegiate Pre*s Association

Gleanings

Bouquets

By MARIE ALLEN

With the Yuletide season closely approaching there seems little hope that
Plssockjlod QJIi'ftiule Press
there will be even a slackening of the war
Uvibulor of
activity to celebrate the birth of Christ.
gg#j
When Mr. Mussolini, after due conferCbllobideDittesl
Congratu a" iosn seniors. That
ence with his devoted friend Mr. Hitler,
Represented for na'ional advertising by Nationa' was the most wonderful dance
issued his ultimatum to Greece he had little
Advertising Service. Inc.. college publishers reprc and have you ever seen such a
thought of the turn that events would take
crowd—really couldn't move an
tentative, 420 Madison Ave., New York. N. Y
inch! How bout that figure'.'
—at least little thought that the events
Published weekly by student! of the siate Teachen Really was good having Jane
would turn the way they
College, Farmville. Virginia, nin • months a year back, and Ruth Lea and Jack did
have.
No doubt, if Mr. Stalin
i swell job!
Entered as second class matter March 1. 1921 In
were so disposed he could ofWell—speaking of the dance—
the Post Office of Farmville. V.rginia. under ac
fer s.mie sympathy, for it
hope you met Mildred Carvln's
of March 3, 1934
Bobby 1 representing Wake Forwould be hard for him to
fo-get the persistence and
Subscription
»'50 Pel >' ear - 1 Mary Harvie was mighty
Inters ted ... Too bad Virginia
bra\eiy
of petite Finland.
E'lett's Mickey couldn't make it
STAFF
Mr. Mussolini had plan
Patricia Gibson
Editor-in-Chief —we were real anxious to meet
. . Betty Davis did a fine
Elizabeth West
Managing Editoi Mini
ned to get some importanll
snaking
job—whose date took her
Jon Carlton
Business Manager
strategic points in Greece
to dinner Sunday? Speaking of
and use these as a basis for gaining consnakes Dreama Waid certainly
Associate Editors
got
that
U.
of
Va.
man
here
in
trol of other Mediterranean sections, in
News Editor
Margaret Wright
a hurry. Finally we've met TheCooperation,
of course, with Mr. Hitler in
Sara Cline
Feature Editor resa's Jack and Grace's "Joe"—
their drive for the East.
Mary K. Beck
Sports Ediioi now were happy! Did you see
Geraldine Ackiss
Social Editoi all those cute Tech boys? The
That Mussolini has failed to gain conFauntleroy "moron" seemed to be
trol
of Greece and has been forced to reReporters
-.uccessfully winning her way
treat into Albania reveals a weakness in
Marie Allen. Anne Cock, Jack Cock, Mary Hunter ')aik to favor with dear "Keithie"
the Italian arm. To save Mussolini's face
Edmunds. Bridget Gentile, Lilly Bee Gray —isn't he smooth girls?—She's
several shifts in the officials have taken
Miriam Jester, Anna Johnson, Shirley Mc- in such a daze she answers "HelCalley, Nancy Naff, Faye Nimmo, Shirley- lo" to the roll call instead of
place, but the facts remain to the world
Pierce, Elizabeth Bapp, Dorothy Rollins, Jane "present"—ah, love! "Flip" Boythat the very small country of Greece has
ette seemed to be getting his
Sanford, Dorothy Sprinkle, Elizabeth Tennant. usual rush and incidentally was
been able to withstand this fascist drive.
Frances Thackston, Sara Trigg.
collecting "dirt" for his "HalfIt is just such feats as this that are
Steps on the side—hope you
\ .1 1 mi Business Managers
the
turning points of wars. To say with
were careful girls . . . Little
Texle Belle Felts
Circulation Manager Harpoo" was mighty interested
certainty that this will be turning point of
Mary Katherine Dodson
Advertising in Peggy Lou's Willard. he's not
the war would be a bold hypothesis, but
Lillian German
Advertising bad. is he Eugenia? Certainly
the very fact that the morale of the allies
vas good to see Marie Eason
Business Assistants
What do you want for Christmas?
will be strengthened and confidence revivback . . . Orchids to the new CoElva Andrews, Mary Keith Blngham, Mary St.Clair tillion members—we can't wait
ed
can not be doubted. Too, it will increase
Nancy Naff: Billy.
Mary Jane Jolliffe: Clothes, pen
Bur.g, Dorothy Childress, Hannah Lee Craw- for Goat Week! After Bros visit
the
prestige of the allies among other powand
pencil
set,
camera.
ford, Help DeLong, Dearing Fauntleroy, Ellen this week-end Jeanne says things
Betty Youn jberg: Radio and
ers.
If the Greeks can continue to successHudglns. Anne Moore, Mary Lilly Purdum.
are going "beautifully, just beauDorothy Rollins: Camera, radio, wrist watch.
tifully"—good for her! Looks like
fully repel the Italians it may mean the
Marjorie Holt: Radio, blue evePolly Keller: To straighten out
Typists
Sarah Goode might be truckin'
Halkans will sway more toward the side of
all my confusion."
Chief Typist
Frances Pritchett dp to Annapolis anytime now af-'nmg sown.
the
allies. Then, too, it might mean that the
Typists Doris Alvis. Betsy Bullock, Thelma Court- ter her blind date at the dance!
Lucille Royster:
Shirley Pierce: "To see Santa
Automobile,
Germans would help their friends out in
More power to her! Jerry Smith I necklace.
ney. Nell Pritchett.
Claus".
left George Sunday just in time
their hour of peril.
Frieda Dekker: To go home".
Photographer: Virginia Worley. Elizabeth Walls to take advantage of Helen's abNatalie Francis: Fur coat, bedThat the success of the Greeks is helpsence from Randy—come now | room slippers, pearls.
Nelle Qulnn: A radio and vie
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1940
ing
England is certainly evident. It is preSnakes! And—speaking of snakes
Betty Davis: Watch, light blue with records. Jimmy Dorsey and
how bout Dot Childress—Bill is velveteen dress, evening dress, Larry Clinton .preferably.
venting any sucessful drive in the Near
a long way off—and did you see skirt and sweater.
East, in the territory around the Suez and
The Idiosyncracies of Men
Louise
Phillips:
Horse
pin,
Ann Fitchette? Also Pagie Franthe Dardanelles. Meanwhile, in England,
Lorraine Hurst: Evening wrap, Tweed perfume, soft floppy doll
cis?
skirt and sweater.
Editor's Note: The following is dedicated to
Alice
Marie
(oberley:
Dean's
there is more time—more time to replenish
Nan Duer was really rushing
list.
H. i L University and llampden Sydney ColJulia Eason: Clothes.
their losses, more time to strengthen their
to meet her 3 o'clock date—only
lege In answer to editorials which have apSally lluii hinson: Powder blue
Kathryn Kennedy: Radio, evean hour late after "E's" depardefenses,
and time for England is indeed
angora sweater.
peared In their papers recently.
I'ln come Nan—can't you or- ning clothes.
vital.
Lucille Lewis: A "Winnle-theganize better than that?
Kitty Kinj: Teddy bear, eveF'ooh" teddy bear.
ning
clothes.
Just why the Italians have failed in
Men, says Webster, are human beings.
A Bradshaw's date "Aggie"
Dot Mrnefee: A tall, dark and
Peggy Watklns: A K. A. frater- their plan is interesting. Of course, crossWe wonder. Sometimes they do the queerest was right sharp too.
handsome man.
nty pin.
things. The star of sell' interest steers them.
It's mighty fine having Ruthie
Mary Evelyn Pearsall: Luggage
Polly Hughes: A radio and vie ing the Pindus mountains from Albania
Betty Reid: Animals.
with classical records.
into Greece is a difficult task, but there
Oftentimes they speak with more claret Duggcr back—glad to see her
speedy recovery!
M ems to have been a lack of well thought
than clarity, hut always about themselves.
The Jester child was occupied
out and well planned cooperation among
THE
NIGHT
BEFORE
EXAMS
The male of the speeches is deadlier than with Tech this week-end but Les
the land forces, air forces, and supply shipthe female. The latter may have a small did get to the dance—ask Dawn!
With
Apologies
to
Clement
Moore
ments. Just who is responsible for this
vocabulary but think of the turnover. Man
Can you imagine why Harriette
Walker
was
so
anxious
to
get
a
weakness in planning is not known, but the
iis.s six syllable words in dealing with the
lide to Amherst last week-end— 'Twas the night before exams and thru Ritzy Kow
Italians have failed to follow in the footCrudiments of the subject he strains the could she be planning to renew Not a creature was stirring, no laughter, no show!
steps of their Imperialistic country in past
rest through a cigar.
The Busy Signs were hung on the doors with care
an old romance?
centuries. Of course the bad weather is an
An unusual occasion, they'd never been there.
Sometimes we wonder:
Men have so oversupply of vitamin I.
The Shirlo was nestled all snug in her bed
obstacle to be reckoned with, but the ItalWho
Slug
Bynum
was
looking
\\ 1 have evidence of this in the fad that no for after the dance?
While dreams of psychology danced thru her head.
ians have shown up poorly in meeting the
matter how "down-in-the-dumps" a man
And Saidra in curlers and Bbo in plaits
If
the
"Utt"
got
a
late
date
situation they brought upon themselves.
may be he can always imagine that some
Had
just
settled
their
brains!??!
after
a
whole
term's
nap.
Saturday
night?
woman is in love with him.
Probably they didn't dream of the little
Why the "Madame" was play- When out in the hall there arose such a clatter
Greece refusing to comply with the deWhatever their faults, we like men. But inn ping pong at two?
They rushed to their door to see what was the matter
mands of the ultimatum; certainly they
we hate their condescension and their BUS*
Ho* Spiye rated three escorts For to their delight they could faintly hear
didn't dream of such resistance.
ceptihility to flattery. Woman knows that a to the dance?
The 10 o'clock bell toll sweetly and clear
good line is the shortest distance between
.More
rapid
than
eagles,
girls
suddenly
came
Who asked Dan to be in the
With the accounts of such a mechanistic
two dates. Many males have not the intelli- figure?
Leaving books and studies behind them again
war daily brought to us, it is the hope of
gence to figurs oul this geometrical problem.
CongTStl t<> Fiances Pritchett "Come Hatten, come Philips," came a cry from all
we Americans that our Christmas season
Those who do succeed In solving it, hate to on her white orchid! Does he "To the top of the steps and right down the hall!"
and New Year may be spared such sufferadmit thai they've the right answer.
haw ■ brother?
Passing the gang by a nose or three
ings. We are sympathetic with the Allies
We were glad to see Spong Came Margo, came Mooch, May Winn and Hattie
Males are easily recognized by their jutand realize that Christmas for them will
baefe
with
his
white
gloves
and
And
there
in
room
40
their
eyes
came
to
rest
ting chin, whiskers, shaving lotion tobacco
horn rimmed glasses.
On Parham and Sears in utter distress!?*!
be nothing but continued suffering and a
smell and tweedy tweeds. We love the hearty
A bull session was held for a moment or two
Well—cries
ol
come
on
Christwish, a hope, and a prayer for peace.
way they shake hands and greet each other
They are supposed to support the family mas fill the air so we'll give a Then a knock on the door, under the bed they flew
timely word to the North Pole:
As they drew up their heads and were turning around
but haven'1 been doing much along this line
Dear Santa Claus.
Into the room Liggic came with a bound.
We Stand Reproved (?)
since Mr, Roosevelt came into power
PlgfM send Ann Henry a She was dressed in pajamas from head to foot,
The "Gleanings" column will do well to
Some man go to college, Many pursue scooter to keep track of her two They knew in a moment they hadn't mistook!
learning; an equal number learn pursuing. dates at dances. Secretaries would Her eyes, how they twinkled! Her dimples how merry!
check on some of the reports coming out of
Recently, there has been some controversy i« sppreolsled by Jerry smith, to Her cheeks so rosy, her nose not pug, very
Germany with reference to British losses
as to their ability to engage in the latter at keep straight her affairs at Wm. She had a round face, and a gleam from one eye
at sea before publishing them. It has been
and Mary and U. of Richmond, They knew in a moment . . . and gave a long sigh—
a minimum cost Dutch-treat dates have
and by "Harpoo" and Peggy Lou
confirmed now that most of the ships
been tried. Now coeds are found wanting— to keep their Tech" fan mail With a twitch of her mouth and a shake of her head
reported destroyed in a convoy last weekcorsages, it collegians did not demand straight. Bring Anna George that She gave them to know they had nothing to dread!?
end have reached port safely as did the
dates of low 1. Q, standard to inflate their "B" on teaching she wants and She spoke not I word, but went straight to work
egos, they might clear up this situation. bring US all good grades on our Gave them all ('ALI^I)OWNS. and turned with a jerk
"Empress of Japan"—although the latter
Dates with higher I. Q.'s might understand sxanu plea e, and anything, else Then mounting their slippers, the team gave a whistle
was not reported in your column it just
why a boy .lues not have enough money to
nice you can arrange
And dashed to their hall like the down of a thistle
shows us the Germans are the biggest liars
send a COrsi
Well chlllens— have the biggest Lights flickered awhile, then all noise did cease
in
the world as well as the worst bunch of
ever over the holiday and On the hall again there was quiet and peace
Are gyps off the old block piling up? time
cut-throats that ever trod God's green
ail] see you next yearMush exclaimed as she turned out her lights
Has chivalry become chiselerv?
Bye now.
"Good I.uck on Exams and to All a Good-Night"!
earth.—Contributed.
Member

AND

Brickbats

Question of the Week
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Choral Croups
Give Xmas Concert
Sunday Evening

PageS

HAMPDEN-SYDNEY GOLLEGE GLEE CLUB

Miss L Wheeler
Chairman* Slate
Project Committee

Evelyn Barnes And
H.-S. Glee Club
Will Appear
The annual Christmas concert
will be presented In the college
auditorium. Sunday evening, December 15 following the regular
services in the different churches.
The College Choir. Choral Club.
Senior and Junior A'Capella and
the under graduate A'Capelli
groups will appear together with
the
newly
formed
Madgrigal
singers who will present their
numbers In Ellzabethean robes.
The
Hampden-Sydney
Olee
Club, under the direction of Prof.
Carl Broman. will appear on the
program In a group of four numbers and will also sing with the
Choir and Choral Club.
The soloists will be Miss Evelyn Barnes, a graduate of Farmville and sister of Prof. Foster
Barnes, director of music
at
Duke University, and Edward
Field, tenor soloist of the Hampden-Sydney Olee Club
Much interest has been aroused
in this Christmas concert and It
promises to be one of unusual
Interest. The entire program will
be under the direction of Mr.
Strlck, head of the music department, assisted by Prof. Broman. Forrestine Whitaker. Virginia Richards, Virginia Barksdale, and Irene Alderman.
The accompanists for the program will be Mr. Ned Crawley.
Hampden-Sydney
College: Miss
Marv Marshall Proslse. S. T. C.
and Mr. Strlck.
A sliver collection will be taken
at the door to cover the expense
involved. The doors will be open
at 7:30 P. M. Friends of both
Institutions are cordially invited
to attend
Part I
Music When Soft Voices Die
—Robertson
Dearest Lord Jesus
Bach
Irene Alderman. Director
Cantique de Noel
Adams
Edward Fields-Hampden-Sydney
While by My Sheep
Jungst
Lo. How a Rose
Praetarlus
May Now Thy Spirit SchueltkyTrehorne
Laudamus
Owne-Protherae
Hampden-Sydney
Olee
ClubProfessor Carl Broman, Director
He Shall Feed His Flock 'Messiah'—Handel
Virgin's Lullaby
Buck
Miss Evelyn Barnes
Part II
Awake. Thou Wintry Earth
Rejoice. Ye Christian Men. Rejoice
Silver Swan
Madrigal
Singers — Virginia
Barksdale, Director
"Joseph Came Seeking a Resting
Place''
Junior A'Capella—Virginia Richards. Director
A Legend
Tschalkowsky
Come. Spirits. Tis His Day—Back
Senior A'Capella — Forrestine
Whitaker. Director
Alleiujah
Mozart
Junior
and
Senior
A'Capella
Choirs
Holy Child
Martin
College choir and choral club
Hallelujah Chorus
Handel
Col'ege
Choir,
Choral
Club.
Hampden-Sydney Olee Club

Exam Rules
Frances Ellett, president of the
House Council, announced at
student body meeting December
4, that the usual council rules
for the exam period will go into
effect Tuesday night, Dec, 17 and
continue through December 20.
Study hour will be observe!
every night during the exam period from 7 to 10 o'clock, and radios
must not be played during the
study period or after 11 o'clock
Frances explained that all freshmen who wish late light permission may obtain such by asking
the hall president. Anyone making noise in halls and rooms or
violating house council rules during the designated study period
will receive a call down. One call
down received at this time means
a week's campus beginning the
week after Christmas holidays

Costumes Ready
For Use; Rules*
Are Announced
At a meeting of drama dlrect"is. school officials, and actors
in elementary, high schools collittle
theatres, and civic
groups in Richmond Dec. 2. Miss
Leola Wheeler was made chairman of the committee (or drawing up regulations regarding the
lending of the Federal Theatre

Project
groups.

R
"Keep
America
Out
of
Wm»\**-?•
fftjf"
'
•'
To Attend History
J vice of American Students Mcet In New York
B> Student Opinion Survey
AUSTIN. Texas, Nov. 13—Unlike U. S. opinion, majority sentiment among college students today holds that it is more important for the United States Co try
to keep out of war than to help
England even at the risk of becoming involved.
Simultaneously over the entirenation, Student Opinion Surveys
of America has sent its interviewers to query all types of
students an large and small campus* S, presenting to them a problem vital to American youth—a
question many times discussed in
a thousand dormitory and boarding house bull sessions. With the
cooperation of The Rotunda and
SCOrea Of newspaper members, the
Surveys have gathered and tabulated these opinions by means of
scientific sampling methods. Here
are the results:
Students wen asked which of
the following things they thought
more important for the U. S.
lo try to do. Their answers. In
percentage*, are given after each
statement:
Keep the U. S. out of war—55
pi r cent.
Help England, even at the risk
of getting into the war—
45 per cent.
Ihis is not what their elders
think. A Gallup poll recently
pointed out that the majority of
Americans believe the British are
holding our first line of defense
and helping them is more important than merely trying to Iteei
away 1 iom the conflict.
Students, however, have repeatedly shown their tendency toward
ISM .alienism and their strong dc-iii to avoid another war. For
two ycais the Surveys has been
gauging collegian sentiment the
D over. It has found, for example, that majorities (In October
10391 would not volunteer should
in
i s and troops to help
MI and her allies, opposed
'in October 1939' changing the
neutrality law to allow any belligerent to buy American supplies.
ippoa (i m February i940> compulsory military training, and felt
i in February 1940> our most important problem was to keep the
.•ountry out of war.
These opinions nave been tempered somewhat by the impact of
recent events such as the fail of
l'i no l' S. conscription, and the
spread of the war. An indication
of this cooling of opinion Is the
large groups 'comprising 45 pet
Of the students' who at this
time approve helping England,
even if we eventually have to
fight.
Why does the majority of students believe that our efforts
should emphasize our keeping out
Of war? A University of Rocl
ison: "We
nough troubl
A coed told the Tarklo 'Missouri'
college
interviewer.,
"England
bi ought this down upon herself
by her conduct after the last

Dr. Francis B. Simkins, proi lessor of history, will speak about
! South Carolina's political Ben
I Til.man tournament at the panel
I discussion of the Southern Hist1
orical Association's joint meet! ing with the American Historical
| Association
on
December 30,
j 1940, at Hotel Pennsylvania New
! York City, New York.
'I his pane! discussion will re' late particularly to the southern
demagogues, explained Dr. Simkins. He further added that in
Suggestions of the committee the near future he will publish a
on the revisions of Rat Week were biography of Ben Tillman.
presented to and accepted by the
student body, Wednesday night.
December 4. at the regular Student Body meeting.
Points presented to the Student Body which were accepted
Thirty-three girls will do their
In their entirety are listed be- practice teaching in the elemenlow.
tary grades thus coming winter
1
1' Washing windows, clothes, quarter. Nine of these students
md woodwork should be abolish- will teach at
John Randolph,
ed. The cleaning of rooms in while the others will teach at
moderation is permissable. also the Training School.
the making of beds.
Teaching in the kindergarten
'2' There should be three days under the supervision of Miss
of Rat Week under the conditions Mary Haynes and Mrs. Shad
that Rats are dressed attractively I Watkins will be Carroll Costello,
'Indian Day, Rainy Day, Baby ' Mary Martha Peery. Ella Marsh
Day. If the Rats are to be dress- Pilkinton. Margaret Watkins and
ed as freaks, there should be only Margaret Wright.
two days. There is the feel ins that
Those planning to teach the
the third day of Rat Week is not
| first grade are Harrielte Ball and
as stiff as the others, and | Sara Rucker.
trudges between the sophomore;
Second grade teachers will be
and freshmen are to be alii
Jennie Noell. Jeanne Sears, and
ed on that day.
Helen Daw.son
3' Persona! traits shall not be
Anne Brooks. Helen Keihn,
ridiculed.
Mary Alice Marshall, and Eva
'4' The rules of Rat Week are Rhodes are planning to teach
to be approved by Dr. J. L. Jarthe third grade under Miss Ida
man, Miss Mary White Cox, and
Penny's supervision.
unt Standards Committee.
Teachers for the fourth grade
The committee stated tnat real were only slight since the are Elsie Greenall. Ruth Handmajority Of students fe.-l that Ral ley, and Ora Mayo.
The specially connected third
Wei k occupies a definite place
on the campus. It maintained and fourth grade under Miss Alice
Mcthat Rat Week has a undying ef- Carter 'and Miss Dorothy
liet which is greatly needed by Namee's guidance will be taught
the freshman class, but that it by Myrtle Cook.
Fifth grade teachers will be
should be carried out in the
.•
'.1
spirit of fun. Because the sopho- under Mis.s Ah'
Continued on Page 6
more class assumed the greater
part of the responsibility A Rat
Week, it was thought best to ior, two juniors three' sophomores
i the major functions of Ral and four freshmen, the claaies beW BI to that class.
pn ented according to '.heir
The committee workin,: on nearness to and interest In Rat
was composed of one sen- Week.
war." A sophomore at the UniI-i i sity of Maine spoke for the opposltlon when he said, "If England is conquered it is our turn
to worry, and we won't have anyone 11 worry with us."

Students Accept
New Rat Ruling

Teachers For Winter
Term Are Appointed

Dixie Forensic Tourney Held at Winthrop

Rev. A. (. Tucker
Resigns Post
Episcopal Minister
Leaves February 1
Rev. A. Campbell Tucker has
resigned his position as rector
of John's Memorial
Episcopal
Church, Farmville, Virginia, effective February 1. Mr. Tucker
has served John's Memorial for
six and a half years.
Mr. Tucker will become the
rector
of Grace
Church
in
Stanardsville: also he will be in
charge of four Blue Ridge mountain missions, each of which has
a church and a mission house.
J. A. Garland
regi-trar of
John's Memorial Church, gave
Mr. Tucker a letter expressing
the regret of the entire church
at his leaving and praising the
work he and Mrs. Tucker have
done in the parish.

Dr. Jarman Speaks To
Richmond Alumnae
Kutel Richmond was the .seine
of the Farmville alumnae luncheon, November 22. which was held
in connection with the annual
ntion of the Virginia Educational Association. Mrs
Louise
Joins Waller pn sided at the meet
ing.
Dr. J. L. Jarman was the principal speaker. The work of the
Alumnae Association was diseii
ed and Mrs. M. B. Cjyner. executive secretary, presented the various student pub'loatlons of the
i n to the guests.

to

dramatic

The purpose of the meeting.
Which was called for by Robert
Pi rteifield. dramatic art advisor
l"i the State Board of Education, was to organize the Virginia Federation of Drama Directors and to adopt a program
designed to retain profits from
dramatic productions solely for
the use of theatre groups.
There are now $1,500,000 worth
of costumes available for use by
theatre groups. A list of these
ostumes and their location are
now available.
The regulations regarding the
usage of these costumes are:
'1' The COStumee were intended primarily for the use of the
public schools of Virginia. Exception to this rule may be made
in ease of non-money making
civic groups.
'2' Any group borrowing costumes mutt accept responsibility
for damage and must sign in advance a statement to that effect.
'3> A handling and cleaning
Charge of fifty cents tier costume
must be paid in advance. This is
a tentative estimate which may
b reduced or increased in case of
very simple or elaborate costume's.
14' Transportation
charges,
both ways, must be paid by the
borrowing group.
' Si The college cannot guarantee satisfaction.

Twenty-Three Accept
Kappa Delta Pi Bids
Twenty-three girls have accepted bids to Kappa Delta Pi,
national scholastic honorary sonets m education.
New members include Rachel
Ab'inathy. Marie Allen. Carmen
Booth, Virginia Barksdale. Sarah
Chambers, Anne Benton, Sara
(line F.mma Louise
Crowgey.
Rachel I*' Berry, Caroline Eason,
Pal Gibson. Loulae Hall, Jane
Lee lime!.e on. Kathryn Jarratt.
Elizabeth Jennings,
Mary Jane
lohffe.
Prances Keck,
Rachel
Kiblir.
Ernestine
Meacham,
Edith Nunnally, Allene Overbey,
Mary Marshall Proslse and Sarah
Sibold.
'In lie eligible for membership
a student inn t be in the upper
quartlle of her class scholastically.

Short Visit to irt Workshop
Lends Joyous Yuletide Spirit
ll« KI.I/.AIIITII HWV
1 were planned by the sen
Too busy to think about Cl
snl nt the advanced crafts.
mas? Too busy to realise It's so
It's an oppoi t unity, ami who
Deal ' Well.you're an exception.
but what you can get a
'cause
along with pracl
■ | one else, the art depai tun i.' e <q peppequn uuaisureiq few
Sd Of Christina.
pint
lias gone highly spei IsUlSb 'I M to
from in t III h a thing.
v. old Yuletide Season" 'i
day. Decembei 12 is the day they
ill S. T. C
what can be done with a little
work, time, and paint Ye , none
other than lln ai.iiM.e i'l.ii-tmas
exhibit of the department of fine
Hie HOlt
and applied arts.
ii ■ panel dieThey are
ted by F Oamma
made toys. n.
December

Gibson, Holt Speak
At PGM Open Forum

charm the heart of anj

These girls and their roach represented Farmville In the
Dixie Forensic Tournament at Winthrop tollrsr last week-end.
Dec. 6-8. They are deft to rlfhti: franrea Thacknton, Jack Otsfci
Myrtle JrnkliiK Elliahcth Ann Parker, and Dr J F. Walmtley.

costumes

:t in the studi iii Building Lounge

novelty Cl.
ized gift wrapping paper, made publli
to suit your heart's dl
craft work, such as hand-designed salad and fruit bowls. That
isn't all etthei' In * 1
. it« (I
in having thai
<•'
beau to dinner and wan'
thing a> .■
lest. 1 j
the p
of the table and mantli
tlons. They are lovely with
candles, Santa
Clauses, and
rhrlstmu.
tr-e.s in
mlnaturr

pri ' '.'• ■

on the "Outi ome
11 I lfai '"M' Holl
Mi 1

b

1 nl

and in' body
An Informal dl
11 pn 1 ntatton of
'.inch refi
Holt
•1

llffe in '

m • ■..
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Sports Slants

New H20 President ]\e]] Hurt Wins

"Practice makes perfect!" This may be an old proverb
but even the oldest of things suit our modern world and
our positions within it. There is nothing like practice in
basketball to "warm us up" and get us "ready to go". For
you remember soon those exciting games will be scheduled
and when the time comes for your team to play are you
going to be a part of the team work'.' Practices are held
each Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday, and Thursday afternoons at 4 and 5 o'clock. And lately the gym has had that
"good ole basketball spirit" and all the pep and work that
goes to make up the right kind of atmosphere among the
players. Soon from these ball players the class teams and
varsity squad will be selected and leading the qualifications for this position one must obtain that "certain good
quality" accurate aim, perfect pass work, swift action,
and most important of all a real spirit of sportsmanship.
Come on, players, take the ball down the court and sen e
for your team for we're counting on you to had us to victory. At a glance from the side line we see the accurate
shots of Marty and the fast movements of Rosa. Just put
two and two together and we may see G-een and White not
many laps to go!
And speaking of this class competition, the color cup
is forever in the minds of us S. T. C. gals. Which shall it
be at the end: Green and White or Red and White'.' You
know that through these va-ious sports around school,
points are earned towards the cup. so if you can help your
class in any way, do so now! An important event in the
sports calendar this week was the victory of Red and White
in the final tourney in archery. Nell Hurt placed a first with
an excellent score, while a close second was run by Buff
Gunter and Alice Britt—Buff leading by one point. This
victory adds twenty points towards the cup.
"Down in the pool at S. T. C.
Swam three little merry-maids full of glee.
They splashed to the tune of the Hit Parade
And reduced their hips that eating made!"
What a time the swimmers are having these cold, brisk
days when its either rainy or "no go down town" day. In
fact, the water is real refreshing after a long day's work
and toil in the classroom. You'd be surprised how trim,
brim, slim or what is the word that expresses it?—anyway you won't be a "drip" when you can say "I passed
the freshman swimming exam"—all Frosh have to take it.
remember? Or "the last stretch was just as easy as the
first"! On Saturday nights the H20 Club furnishes the
latest tunes of the Hit Parade and, by the way, . . . maybe
we'll be hearing something of a swimming team soon.
There's lots of good material "floating" around the water
so just let's wait and . . . hope . . .Come on down to the
pool and do a lap or two!
These "horsewomen" really look the stuff these days
all dolled up to ride, and from what bit I could squeeze
from Miss Fox the winter horseshow is going to be "the"
thing. There is scheduled formation riding, jumping) and
the colorful effect of costumes . . . adding together to make
a bigger and better show ever. There is plenty of time now
to give "Lindy", "Don", and even "Charlie-boy" a good
work-out. See ya at the races!
Training and practice has begun in the riding classes
for the biggest, most elaborate riding ever held at Farmville. The next four months will be devoted to hard work
and practice in horsemanship. This will lead up to the
date of the show set for the first part of April.
Included in the show will be drills, stunt riding. colorful parading, and every phase of good horsemanship. Each
girl represented will have assignments best fitted for her.
Many out of town participants will take part in the exhibition, riding and showing horses.

11

Santa (llaus conies but once a

4 year and with him comes lovely
| gifts from Davidson's, that will
1 bring joy to the hearts of every-

■
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1 one. No matter whether your

IK

gift is large or small it will be i
worthwhile if it comes from us. £
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' Archery Tourney
Red & White Gains
In Color Cup Race

Nancy Dupuv, a junior, from
Green bore, N. c, has been
elected president of the H20
luu She succeeds Mary Elizabeth Pctticrew who ni forced
o resign due to excessive extracurricula points. Nancy is secretary of her class and active
in all phases of athletics. Last
February she won the 100 yd.
breast stroke crown and is current holder of that title in the
Southern Region of the United
States.

Square Dance
Saturday, Dec. 14
The Athletic Association will
sponsor its second square dance
this semester on Saturday. December 14 at 8 o'clock in the
larue gymnasium.
Miss Emily Kauzlarich of
0)6 physical education department will call the figures. Students are not allowed to have
dates at the dance.

Basketball Gets
Large Turnout
Approximately 100 girls have
reported to pre-season basketball
practices which began directly
after the Thanksgiving holidays.
Although many new faces are to
be found among these ardent
basketeers, last year varsity
squad is well represented by
Rasa Courter, Pat Gibson, Margy
Gooden. Corilda Chaplin, Dot
Johnson and Martha Roberts.
Sophomores. Jean Carr, Anne
E!lett, Hallie Hillsman, Prances
Parham, Anne Price and Petie
Barnette. members of last year's
sub varsity, are right In there too,
Listed below according to classes
are the Kirls who have been out.
Freshmen—Frances Adams, Felicity Apperly, Elizabeth Ann
Barnes, Jean Beard. Mary Keith
Bingham. Rachel Bourne, Rachel
Clarke. Patsy Connelly, Lucille
Cox, Kathleen Crafton, H. Lee
Crawford. Frieda Deckker. Mildred
Droste, Louise Foster. Dorothy
Gaul, Dot Gills, Kathleen Glenn.
Vivian Gweltney, Caroline Guddle, Virginia Gill, Lorraine Hurst.
Jane Hobson. Lulie Jones, Marie
Lueckert, Kitty Moncure.
Emily Mahood, Faye Nimmo.
Dorothy Massle, Tate Patterson,
Miriam Reid, Hatcher Rodgers,
Frances Rucker. Louise Ransone,
June Smith. Jeanne Strick, Shirley Sutton, Dot Sue Simmons,
Dorothy Tayloi, Elsie Verelle.
Virginia Seward. Marjorle Whitlow, Pauline Yancey, Ruth Warwick. Ruth Dickerson, Sallie Terry. Maxlne Compton. Elizabeth
Walker, and Mary Hazelgrove.
Sophomores— Elva Andrews,
Harriett Ball. Jean Carr, Patty
Clements. Ellen Ebel, Anne Ellett.
Hallie Hillsman, Betsy Moone,
Frances Parham. Kitty Parish,
Anne Price, Betty Sexton, Eizabeth Walls, Ann B. Ware, Petie
Barnette. S. Wade Owen. Helen
Ashworth and Mary Frances
Bowles.
Juniors — Elizabeth Barlow.
Mickey Beck, Lllwyn Bennett.
Mary Booker, Corilda Chaplin,
Hester Chatten, Mildred Coleman.
Nancy Dupuy, Dot Johnson, Spllly
Purdum. Martha Roberts. Dot
Sprinkle. Harrlette Walker, Mary
James Corson.
Seniors— Rosa Courter, Pat
Olbson, Marjorle Oooden. Florence Leo. Margaret Webster

Nell Hurt, manager of archery,
won top honors in the archery
tournament held Friday. December 6. with a score of 185 points.
Next in the lead came Buff Gunter scoring 162 points, with Alice
Britt. running very close behind
with 161 points
Each girl, having been allowed
•y at rows for practice shots, was
'vi n twelve arrows apiece for
the contest.
Thite lengths were used for
the shooting: first at 70 [Ml MG
and at 60 feet, and third at 50
feet.
The winning team being Red
and White, this tournament ga\«.
twenty points toward the color
cup to Red and White.
Other participants in the tournament were Gay Ward Brown
.md Mary Katherine Zehmer,

Sophomore
Namemare

MISS STELLA POX, ridiiiR instructor at S. T. ('. is shown
on Harry Padgett's man- "Dorothy", which won lirst prize for eonformation at the horse show Friday.
Staff Photo

NAMES PIT ON STATIONERY
We were Allen from Wadeing
and
with Sarah around the Marsh.
Our feet were killing us. but Pride
CHRISTMAS CARDS
kept us from asking where the
Rhode* were and also our Carr.
In any Color!
We would Sink practically up to
our knees in mud. but as it was
2 Hours Sen-ice
May we felt that everyone would
remain Hale and Hardy especially Helen.
As long as we kept to the West
we were sure Agnew where we
were going. It seemed like a wild
Hunt to me. but Loving the gang
as well as I did we could practically Reid each others minds. We
Dressmaking, Tailoring, Alterareally wanted to find that rare Buy Your Xinas Candies From—
ions. fur coats a specialty
Berry. The rate of Sale for it
would definitely be a Goode one
and Phillip'si our bank account.
Who Wish you a Merry
Through DeLong swamp we
IVIephme No. 21
tramped not Mlshlng much. We
•
XMAS
Formerly with Davidson's
were getting quite Huffy and indifferent toward Frances for suggesting this trip all around the
swamp. The Price we would pay
for a guide would probably be
Oodles of Christmas gifts for the whole family—wool for
worth it. We even tired to Turner
sweaters—and all holiday clothes—shop at
back, but she wouldn't hear to it.
Then, a Brown figure Rose up
from the Campfleld with a HatWe wrap gifts FREE!
ton. His White Beard looked Gray
in the dim light. I'm not kidding
when I say we didn't want any
Moore of it. The Farmer looked up
over the barrel of his gun. It still
didn't look any too Goode to me,
In fact, the whole affair looked
quite Massle.
Just as he was pulling the trigger—I awoke. Gosh, what a
"iream, and wasn't it Looney?

We Wish You
a
Merry Christmas

SOUTHSIDE
DRUG STORK

ROSE'S
5c—10c—25c Store
On the Corner

Shannon's

Mrs. G. M. (tilispie

THE HUH DEPARTMENT STORE

A Iiitf (iift for Little MoneyWHY NOT A PHOTO OF YOU?
-By

HOP SAYS:

DAVIDSON'S STUDIO

Have a Merry Christmas
and a
Happy New Year
In crisp, Clean Clothes
Send them

DE LUXE
CLEANERS
COLLEGE SHOPPE
Phone 200

COME IN THIS WEEK:

FOR CHRISTMAS
J*B
.-.nap ,>*1w

/- dp

A good place to meet,
Hut the hest place to
eat

7

Wish you

Permanent

KM.I EAR SS 50

Permanent

$2.93

$4,45

Individual^ stvled to flat
ter you' A special Christmas
offer!

M.u hiiiili'ss nil prrmanent
You'll look more attractive
(or ( hristma-s.

A MERRY XMAS
SENIORS
JUNIORS
SOPHOMORES
FRESHMEN

What would be a

Y^ /ClL wl better trift?
^^ :' u\\ Save on these price*
KH.CI.AR - , i.fi

NEWBERRY'S
5c—10c—25c
Store

PK'JVIAM.NT

\ EXPERT OPERATORS

BALDWIN'S BEAUTY SHOP
PHONE IS9

I AKMVII.I.r S BEST
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Personals
Skipping off to see how much
fun another school has at Its
dance, we found Mary Katherine
Dodson. Ruth Dugger. and Emma Hutrtunson at Randolphftlacon'l Christmas Formal In
Lynchburg on Saturday night.
Parties at W. and L. given by
the PiKA's and the A. T. O.'s
lured several of our fair damsels
for Christmas frolics last weekend. Cottie Radspinner. May
Wertz. Mary Hunter Edmunds,
Helen LtWll and Barbara White
arc some who enjoyed the dances.
Evelyn Lupton and Dreama
Waid were among those who
marched under the arch of sabers
formed by the Scabbard and
Blade members at V. P. I.\s Military Ball Friday night.
Officers of the House Council
and the Hall Presidents let
themselves go Monday night at
10:00 and nobody could give
them call downs. The occasion
was a part} with plenty of
Christmas spirit.

Sorority Notes
Members of the Alpha chapter
of the Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority were entertained at a tea Sunday afternoon, December 1. at 5
o'clock by their adviser, Miss
Grace Moran, at her home In
Farmvllle. The Christmas theme
was carried out in the decorations.
Alpha Sigma Tau's are hoping
Santa will visit them at their
party, Saturday night, December
14, in the chapter room
Mu Omegas are having a
hnstmas party Saturday night,
)((• mber 14, in the chapter
room at 10 o'clock. Active memwill be present.
Alpha Sigma Alpha will make
inTiy with their Christmas party
in the chapter room Sunday, December 15, at 5 o'clock.
A coke" and "nab" party will
be given by the Gamma Thetas
.lining exam week in the chapter
room.
Pi Kappa's will entertain at a
Christmas party in the chapter
room Sunday, December 15, at
5 o'clock.
Besides actives and pledges
Miss Olive Her and Miss Rachel
Royal will be present.

The Rotunda stall will put away
their pencils and papers and
fling a Christmas party tonight
at 9:30 in Student Lounge. Games
and refreshments will be made
at11active by Sara Cline. general
chairman: Margaret Wright and
Mary Katherine
Dodson, in
charge of entertainment; Dot
Bumpsie Minnick's boxing mitChildren, Texie Belle Felts, tens
Nancy Naff and Shirley McCalley.
May Wertz's black hair
refreshments; and Dot Sprinkle.
Tirgg Ssisters' good-looking
suits.
^in HZLZT^0T*H»?ri'
Elizabeth Rapp and Lillian Ger,
™
"II "JZ *L™L
man, the decorations.
j son's military overcoats
Elizabeth Williams' gorgeous
Old members of the Commer- I white evening dress
cial Cltlb wen- hosts to the new
"Ishcabibble's'' dog—"Prince"
members at a Christmas party,
Ruth Lea's K. A. pin—it was
which was held in the Studen . Jack's grandfather's
1 nee Tuesday night, December
Miniatures
10, 1940 at 9:30 o'clock.
First classmen from Annapolis
Betsy Jennings, vice-president
Sing
of the Commercial Club, gave a
Jane Scott's riding habit
short talk to the members. "Did
Portable Radios
You Know?", a short skit, featurFuzzy animals lOnly Makeed Marie Thompson and Anne Believe)
Ware. Harriett Scott, Roberta
Scrap-books
Griggs. and Jean Shulkcum sang
Ann Moore's Purple Sweater
several songs.
and Sox
The program committee was
Boxes from home and midnight
Dude lip of Esther Pattrldge, Harrletl Scott. Jacqueline Hardy. Ro- feasts
Sleeping late over holidays
berta Grigg. and Betty Harper.
People who can't carry a tune,

Things We Adore:

Student Council Party
Student Council will have its
annual Christmas party Thursday night at 9:30 o'clock in
Caralie Nelson's room. As usual
small gifts will be exchanged and
refreshments served.

Things We Deplore
Fur coats with sox
Chenille beach-coats for class

Seniors Eligible Annual Sponsors Gym Is ScPIW of Senior
For Vo?ue Contest Dance January 18 p^ p^ jQ Excum
How would you like to receive
Committees for the Annual
a telegram on the eve of gradua- dance which will take place on
tion telling you that you had won Saturday, January 18, have been
a career on Vogue's 6th Prix de announced by Anne Benton, gen- J
Paiis? It can happen to you. It eral chairman.
can happen to your room-mate.
Orchestra committee is comAny senior has a chance to win. posed of May Wertz and Anne
If you are interested in feature Benton; decorations, Dot Rollins.
wilting or fashion teporting—If Lil'ian German, and Anne Turyou are willing to devote some ner; tickets and advertising will
->f your spare time to answering be handled by Anne Ayers, Dot1
Vogue's o.uizzes on fashion or Johnson and Kitty Parrish. Jane
Vanity Fair 'non-fashion) ;.ub- McGlnnis. Hattie Cantrell, and
tec'.s, here is a chance to step Beezle Townsend will have charge:
t aigrt from college next June it arrangements for the floor
Into a leady-made Job!
show.
7 Major Prizes
This is the second dance the
Vogue's Sixth Piix de Paris Virginian has sponsored. The
offers seven major prizes and a dance last year featured the
number of honourable mention Southern Serenaders dance band.
awards. First prize is a year's
ooriticn en Vogue's fashion staff.
Second prize is a special Vanity
Fair writing award—six months
as a feature writer on Vogue's
,taff. This prize will go to the
For those of you who are doubt"ntrant who submits the most
outstanding papers on non-fash- ful "what to wear when," the fol'.cn subjects, such as theatre, art lowing are a series of questions
■itsratuie. music. Winners who, and answers which might prove
during the award period, develop helpful.
Q- When going to a lyceum
3n adaptability to Vogue's editorial needs, will be given perma- what is the correct type of evennent positions on the staff. In ad- ing dress to wear?
A- The correct dress to wear is
dition to these, five cash prizes
wil! be purchased for publication j definitely a dress with a jacket or
in Vogue.
', one with sleeves. None of these
Honourable Mentions
glamorous
affairs with Juat
Besides the 7 major prizes. Hon- straps! Save those for the Men.
ourable Mentions will be awarded | Q- What should you wear when
to contestants whose papers show you walk out to Longwood?
nUSl,al merit Honourabl
"tlon
'
e MenA- For a long walk or hike a |
w,nners wi
" ** interviewed j sweater and skirt and low heeled
for jobs by leading stores, ariver-; shoes is the appropriate costume. |
Using agencies and publishing i Don't try to break your neck and
houses. Of 60 winners in previous , your arches too in those high
contests ■ including 51 honour-i heeled pumps or sandals,
able mention) 40 are today folQ- What shade of finger-nail
lowing careers in a variety of I polish is best suited for daytime
fields.
j wear?
The Prix de Paris consists of | A- A light polish is best but if
four quizzes. If you pass these. j you must have red. don't use the
you are then eligible to submit a : darkest shade you can find. . .
thesis in competition for all prizes.' ^vc that for evening. And here's a
To Vogue, the Prix de Paris is tip. ... Be sure that your lipstick
a means of discovering new talent' and nail polish blend or match,
for the fashion and feature writ-; Don't use purple toned lipstick
ing staffs. To you, it is a chance, and orange red finger nail polish,
to launch yourself on a career They fairly scream when near
immediately after college.
each other.
College Rules
Q- When going away for the
1. Each entrant must be a mem- week-end what should you wear
ber of the graduating class of 1941 traveling?
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Grooming Notes

SrtitvniSf,ifta,teStCOlIege
°r fie
A- The most suitable thing to
8 recognlzed
A ?« n 5 H
'wear is a suit. Stick to sport
22 F-r? it! n^
. ,n
.clothes, a suit, felt sports hat,
Each entrant must fill out spectator sports pump and leave
ankS
™ ^^""1,0,?"^n^T, ?'
off the fancy black dress and black

Figure Led by
Powell and Purdom;
Seniors Get Favors

Fashion Note of Week

£

*

iMkfi *■*** -k-

1

MARY LOO SHANNON
Highlight of campus lashions
this week is Mary Lou Shannon's herringbone tweed suit
which has the popular threequarter length coat.

Kneedles Knock As
Kute Koeds Knit
Don't look now because I'm
you've seen all this clothes'
construction going on around
here. "Cousin Tommy" describes
those of us. engaged in so doing.
as "little ants preparing for winter". while those of us, who
haven't gotten the yearn yet, as J
"butterflies that get lost through
the winter."
Indeed it looks as if mother,
grandmother, boy friends, and
dads will be well outfitted this
winter with scarfs, sweaters, socks
or whatever you may call it. This
season, you know, calls for the
gayest of dyes, and some of those
combinations! Think back a lew
years and how we would have
scorned red and yellow, or green
and lavender together. Speakuv:
of colors, I wonder how granddad
will look in a bright yellow sweater and Dad in brilliant, red hosiery.
Remember at the first of school
when we had to stand in line n
SUre

IZltheaTsSsSSfSS'ii B-»* ■*■
■- -for
Sloppy Fork Union youngsters i not later than November 20th. It p
Q- Should you wear gloves withWaiting for Christmas holidays Is not necessary to be a subout a hat?
scriber
to
Vogue
to
enter
the
conHawaiian War Chant
\gnew-l,eath
A- You should not unless you
People who stare at embarras- test.
Mrs Jama* Stewart Agnew, of
wear woolen gloves or mittens or
3.
The
contest
will
consist
of
two
sing
moments
Inverness, near Burkeville, anthat type of glove out in cold weanounce the engagement of her
People who wear dark glasses parts—first, a series of 4 quizzes ther. But never wear white or
to be answered by entrants and
daughter, Lillian Hoswell, to Dr. on rainy days ■ glamour?!
second, a thesis which only those suede gloves with a dressy dress
Angora gloves with uniforms
IfacLean Bacon I,eath, Jr., of
and leave off a hat. Either wear a
entrants who receive passing
High Point. N. C. son of Mr and
Standard English Tests
hat and no gloves at all or a hat
marks
on
the
4
quizzes
are
eliglMi
HacLean Bacon Leath, of
People who wear white dresses
and gloves.
b'e
to
submit.
Rnckingham, N. C.
when it's not their Senior Dance
Q- What is the best thing to
4. Each quiz will consist of 8
The wedding date || >,-t for
Straight bangs on top of head
wear to the classroom?
questions
from
which
the
entrant
Diets for people who don't need
December 31.
A- The answer Is simple enough.
may select 4 to answer. Out of
Lillian was a member of the then
Sweater, skirt, tailored blouse
these
8
questions,
4
will
be
based
sophomore class.
Quizes Monday alter a dance
en fashion features, and 4 on and plain wool dress. Save your
week-end.
non-fashion features or Vanity satin blouses, silk dresses and
Junior Class Party
Fan
features - such as music, art. "glamor" for dates. And here we
On Tuesday night after the
might add that the trend toward
ht rature, theatre, etc.
Production the junior class had
Miss Pauline Camper will en5. The first quiz of the series, pastel, shirtwaist woolens for Sata Christmas gel together In the tertaln the Sigma Sigma Sigma
urday night dates is increasing.
based
on October 1st and 15th
••r "rec". Cokes and nabs sorority at a tea Sunday, DecemBy now you probably have the
will be published in the
were served.
, 15 ln lne chapter room
November 1st issue of Vogue. The slightest smattering of an idea how
succeeding quizzes will appear ln the well-groomed college girl
the issues of D cemberl, January should look. She Is simple in her
1 and March 1. Save your copies of tastes, conservative in her dress
Vogue until the end of the con- sticking to the classics, plain
woolen, sweaters and
99 test: you may need them for re- tailored
skirts, black dress and hat for
ference.
dressy wear, low heeled shoes for
6. Papers will be graded on
From nineteenth century Prance undercurrents 0f passion and these points:
walking and ln classroom and a
and America, Bettc Davis moves uielty provide tension and exformal evening dress for dances
(a) Clear and vivid writing.
raid In space, to the pre i ni citement for the strange drama.
only, 8he slips on a Jacket for
<b( Originality of ideas.
other affairs.
da) and the Straits settlement on
Already
recognized
as
one
Of
'c>
Fashion
knowledge
derived
the Malay Peninsula for her role
Her lipstick is put on carefully
rood's most unusual pro- from a study of Vogue.
m 'The Letter," her newest starand not too, too red for daytime.
luctlons,
"The
Letter"
Includes
<d>
Oeneral
Information.
picture winch opens Monday
ll startling innovations in
7. Answers to each test must be Her nail polish matches lipstick
at the State Theatre
Continued on Page 6
>inpact. smoldering script mailed on or before the 20th of
After u vacation following hei
led by Howard Koch. Art the month ln which the test apperformance m AH This and
tor Karl Jules Wcyl, who de- pears. Papers received with in- exceed 1500 words and must be
Heaven, Too." in which she apfor "All Tills and sufficient postage will not be ac- mailed not later than April 20th.
peared with Charles Boyer and Hi even, Too" was again ass!
cepted.
10 All test papers and thesis
Barbara O'Neil, Miss Davis re- to create the settings for Miss
8 Entrants will be required to must be typewritten ln double
turned to the studio to star ln Davis' present picture William
send answers to all 4 quizzes. Only space on one side of the page. The
the film version of the Son:
wyier, who directed MM Davis those who receive passing marks name and college of the contesMaugham play.
In her Academy Award winning in quizzes will be eligible to sub- tant must appear on every page.
"Tlie Letter" offers Mi
I ■. .
■mane.
ot
.Je.'cbel" was
Papers will not be returned at
turn to the highly charged united with the star for the first mit a thesis in competition for the
7 major prizes and the honourable the end of the contest.
ime
since
that
picture.
dynamic characterisation which
mentions. Entrants will be notl11. The Judges of the contest
first brought her lanie
A( the
Pi .tuied in the supporting cast
wile of a British rubber planter are Herbert Marshall, Gale K.m- fled on or before April 1st if they' will be the Editors of Vogue. Their
uible to submit a thesis.
decision will be final.
' A In the small white colony dergaard,
James
Stephenson.
9.
Subjects
for
the
thesis
will
12. The winners of the Prix de
in the Orient, Miss Davis I
Bruce Latter, Frieda Inescort and be announced ln the March 15 and Paris will be announced on
or
against a sultry background whose many others
April ll issues Thesis must not about June 1, 1941.

Jane Powell, of Hampton, who
was president of the class of '40
and is an honorary member of
tlii--. year's class, led the figure at
the Senior Prom Saturday right.
mber 7. in the gymnasium.
Kiilh Lea Purdum, president of
the senior class, Esther Atkinson,
Vice-president, Boonie Stevenson,
-.cieiary, and Betty Beale Fahr,
treasurer, assisted.
Jane and Ruth Lea carried arm
bouquets of rod roses and fern,
and the three assisting officers
rained nosegays of old-fashioned
mixed flowers. During the figure
piograms were given to the senlon as favors by the little sisters
of the officers.
A reception was held in the
Student Building Lounge during intermission of the dance.
Iced punch was poured by Mrs.
Eva Warren and Mrs. P. B. Turnbull, members of the college home
department. The Lounge was
decorated with evergreens and
• lute carnations.
The gymnasium was colorfully
decorated with green and white.
the class colors, and the .seniors
m the figure wore white. Music
wa> tinnished by the Virginia
Cavaliers from Charlottesville.
The receiving line which was
,wmv(i m'ihe"Vtudent"Bu.ld'ing
LollIW> included Mr and Mrs. T.
A. McCorkle. Miss Mary White
cox. Mr. Charlie French. Jane
Fowell. Ruth Lea Purdum. Esther
Atkinson. Boonie Stevenson, and
Betty Bea'.e Fahr.
the bookroom for hours at a time?
That surely did prove to be a proIve knitting time. In fact. I
almost saw a sock made right In
front of my eyes. I believe, too.
that some of us have a money
making scheme "up our sleeve".
However, there aren't many of
us who want to buy knit things.
We. who don't know how to knit,
are more than eager to learn,
Then, too all that time waiting
in the dining room gives us an
excellent chance to make time—
with the needles!
I've seen those who were nervous because their dates hadn't
shown up or some similar ailment,
Con/i-ved on Page 6

COST Itf

in, G«*«2
v*>

Rette Da ris holloas I P
"Heaven 99 With "Th Letter

Sample Savings
One
Way

Roun I

Trip

Newport News 2.65 4.80
Norfolk
$2.65 $4 80
Philadelphia 4.40 7.95
\\ illi.imslnii i 2.15 3.90
( "M nut mi
2 80 5.05
Washington
2.65 4.80
Winston-Sal 265 4.80
Knoxvllle
5 00 9.00
Danville
1.70 3.10
Roanoke
2.00 360
Richmond
1.15 2 10
I ■ \i> . ',..
1.90 3.45
Blacksburg
2.80 5.05
( ll.II lest,ill
5.00 9.00
New York
5.65 10.20
Petersburg
1 25 2.25
Raleigh
2.35 4.25
Staunton
250 4 50
Bluefleld
S.75 6.75
Portsmouth
2.65 4.80

•"T^HE reindeer has had hia day,"
A lays the well-known Mr. Cl.ui.
"I'm getting just as modem ai the
college crowd this year—I'm going
by Greyhound and really enjoy my
trip."
That! a break for the old fellow
who's alwaya giving everybody elf*
• break. Like you. he'll enjoy the
warmth and comfort and friend!.nest
of ■ Super-Coach trip.
Perhapt you'll meet him on your way
home for the Holidays—anyway you'll
think there's a Santa Claui aicund
somewhere when you figure cut how
much you aave going by Greyhound.
Merry Christmas!
Continental Hotel
Phone 78
tiREYHOl'ND TERMINAL

.:
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I'iiKe G

Y. W. Program

Faculty Leave
Town For Holiday

•liinui'd tram Page 1
he story. "The Other Wise
Miss Rice has taken an
I ait in the Christmas ceremi nj lor more than 25 years.
i c ..max of the Christmas
. stivltles will be the music program In the auditorium Sunday
i. mber 15. at which time
, :. n.lj.r cl selected Yuletide
wiii be sung. An artist
:i he progiam will be Miss
u >n Barnes, of Duke Univer,. .'.inner student of Farmrll.C. Following the program, the
ud.nl Body will go caroling.
..i" Christmas, scheduled for
t'.idaj December 16 will again
.n <i In tin' minds of many stuicnts as a memory of the Christmas s.ason. Presented in a special
service, presents and gifts wrapped in white will be placed under
:lu lighted tree in the Colonnade
Man.

it :141ns from nil Indication*
that Fiiimvillc is going to be a
deserted village as far as S. T. C.
is concerned coma December SO,
and the students aren't getting
ahead of the faculty one mite.
No slree! They're journeying to
all corners of the U. S.. the most
popular spot being New York—
but then could you blame them?
Miss Virginia Bedford 1. going
to her home in Columbia. Missourl, whan she will visit her
parents, and Miss Marjorie Booton will grace Luray. Virginia.
Miss Alice Cartel will be found
visiting up in Warrenton. while
Miss Martha Coulling and Miss
Orace Iforan lake in the capito!
city. Washington. D. C. Miss
Helen Draper has her bags packed for the "tar heel" state, North
Carolina, and Mr. Charlie French
is off on his usual "duck hunt"
over on Northern Neck. He's also
going to raid the bright lights
of New York City for a few days.
The Misses
Hiner and Miss
Bes ie Jeter are bound for the
sunny south
111 Florida, while
Miss olive Her will also be in
New York. Miss Mary
White
Cox will visit her sisters at Ma1 • and Alexandria during
the holidays.
Dr. and Mrs. George W. Jeffers
are attending the American Association for Advancement of
Science to be held in New York,
December 27-31. Dr. Edith Stevens is also attending this convention
after a visit to We t
Virginia.
Miss Lucille Jennings is going
down Charlottesville way to the
University of Virginia, and Miss
Kau/lanch is journeying to Illinois. Miss Mary Peck is having
C'hrstmas dinner with her mother in Fincastle, Virginia and
then going to New York.
Dr. Francis Simkins will attend the American Historical Association In New York in which
he will present "Ben Tillman as
an
Illustration of a Southern
Dcmogogue".
Miss Carrie Taliaferro will be
in Orange, Virginia, and Miss
s.i 1 uh Tucker is visiting her brother In St.
Matthews.
South
Carolina.
Smithfield. Virginia
will have the pleasure of Mrs.
Eva Warren's company, and New
York scores another: Miss Leola
Wheeler will be there

A & N STORK

l»K. II. II. CCMMIXG. JR.

Cumming Speaks
On National Defense

News and Views

'Two things, so far apparently incompatible, seem to be needed to conduct foreign relations
CHINA: American extension of
with success—concentration
or
credits to China is applauded by
'lie ability to act rapidly in any
emergency and popular control the Eastern Illinois State Teachsays:
giving assurance that permanent ers College News, which
obligations will accord with the; De-spite the fact that our chaninterests of the nan n." declared ces of getting our money back
Or. Henry Hartford dimming, Jr..
fiom destitute China are
slim,
latfl profes.'oi1 of political
the loan will further spur her
science at the University of Virdogged resistance to Japan, at
ginia, when he ;pok? here on
lea.'t delaying, if not preventing,
Wednesday night, December 4.
Speaking on "National Defense our entry into a Japanese war.
:'iid the Power of 'he President." Far moie impoitant than the
Dr. Cumming emphasized tie.' fact loan, however, is the embargo on
that the president of the United I scrap iron. We furnish the marBtal I has more power than any. ket for about 75 per cent of
man in the coun'ry to shape our Japan's raw silk and we still buy
destiny and our problem today. m )-t of her manufactured wares.
And it can't be different," :ie in-' Our own industry would benefit
Japan might be
listed, "for we must allow him greatly and
every possible leeway compatible brought quickly to her knees if
on
her
with common sense for the mass a boycott was placed
rant make crucial settlements in merchandise."
foreign affairs."
Dr. dimming vas secured as a
spi aker by the three Women's
Clubs of Farmvil'e.

Winter Teachers

/>< HUB Stars In .1 utility
Play "Out of Souhere"
Leal night In the large auditorium at 8 o'clock the public
was privileged to see the success
stoiy of Lillian Day, ;mali town
gl i who came to the big city and
made good. The Junior Class
spon cr>d t.iis production. "Out
of Nowhere".
In Act 1 "Lil" 'back In Farm/Ule she was Peggy Bellus" was
ten WOlking in "Joe's Place", a
joint patronized by the lower
rlsinos of the city. Fate brought
Kenneth Myers, played by Caroline Eason. big time director of
"Out of Nowhere" to Joe's Place
for a night of relaxation. Here he
"discovers" Lillian Day's voice.
Stella, leading lady of Myer
"Out of Nowhere" a lady of airs
but no voice- quits her part in
;
n a fit of temper when she found
Lillian had not only taken over
her part but her director's heart.
The last act climaxed the production with the Vienna court
scene finale from the show "Out
of Nowhere".

teaching under their supervision
Marie Stowers. and Agnes Pierce,
first, second and third grades;
Frances Powell, second grade;
Florence Pride, first and second;
Lucy Sydnor. third; Alice Ooode
Cohoon. second and third; Charlotte Phillips, fourth and fifth
grades; Edith Sibold. fourth; and
Bridget Gentile, fifth grade.

Continued from Page 3
Ami" Armstrong. They are Mary
Elizabeth
Brinkley.
Cynthia
Jame". and Elizabeth Kidd.
I Oder Miss Alice Carter and
Mis Lillian Beech. Betsy Moore
and Katherine Phillips will dt>
'heir teaching in the sixth grade.
flrsl second and third grades;
The brain of an adult weighs
Miss Pauline Camper and Miss
Annie Laurie Stone will have approximately 3 pounds.

S. A. Leg us. Tailor
Cleaning—Pressing—Repairing
We call for and deliver
All Work Guaranteed
Phone Z03

G RA Y 'S
DRUG STORE
PUBE DRUGS
MEDICINES
Perfumes—Toilet Article*
FARMVILLE. VIRGINIA
Quality—Price—Service

C. E. CHAPPELL CO.

WILLIS, the Florist

Visit us for the

Flowers for All Occasions

BEST FOl'NTAIN SERVICE

PHONES 181—27S

Grooming Notes
Continued Iron Page ?
and is also not too red in the daytime. But at night she really cuts
loose and uses the reddest red in
both cases.
She uses her perfume sparingly.
saving that Mysterious one for
f'e Man. If she does use any in the
daytime it's just toilet water but
very delicate, please!
And last but not least she takeexcellent rare of her clothes,
brushing them and folding them
up when not using them. ... No
messy clothes for her. She's out of
high school and A Lady!

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
Farmville. Va.
Careful Management

For line >lolida> Clothes and Christmas Girts—Visit

DOROTHY MAY STORE
(barge it if vou like
Onlv eight more M '
I days to riiop

Lovelace Electric
Shoe Shop

Kneedles Knock

"From old to new with any shoes"
Continued I torn Page 4
Only First Class Material Used
That little push and pull motion
All Work Guaranteed
seems to be an ideal nerve calmer when we get jittery. And. too.
■pose we aren't a C. G. icute
girl, to youi and expecting a man
there's nothing more
touching
than a spinster, knitting contentedly. Well, I'll admit that doesn't
• our community Center"
sound very encouraging, but just
—•
try and see if those flashy things
Wed.Thurs.!
Dec. 11-12
don't attract attention, and "You
M IK I AM
ROBERT
really made it yourself?"
HOPKINS
AIN'LEY

STATE

THE LADY WITH
RED HAIR"

Lady's jodphiirs, tan and brown
Tokyo's 500 rice
wholesalers
S2.95
last their busin3ss
when
the
govt rnmenl set up a rice monopo.lodphur IS.mis
$3.75 ly
.lodphur Shoes
$2.75

Friday-Sat.!

Dec. 1311

Riding Breeches.
tan and brown

$2.95

CAROLE
LOMBARD

CHARLES
LAL'GIITON

Hiding Boots

$5.95

ladies' Dress Boots

$4.95

Vanity Beauty Shop
Formerly Mack's
long Natural Permanent!!
PHONE 360

"They Knew What
They Wanted"
Next Mon.Tue! Dec. 16-17

Your (iift

Headquarter!
Martin, the Jeweler
Planter! Hank &
Trust Company

The Student's Choice
ECONOMY
POOD STORE
for
I \\( \ I Kills COOKIES, AND
•"S\.\X""
For All Times

Farmville. Virginia

Member

Federal n< mm s\ -i, m
rel Deposit

ins

corp.

Farmville Mfg. Co.

Patronize

Phone 96
I'ndcr the management of
"CHARLIE" JOHNSON

II ednesdau Only! Dec. 11
Double Feature!
BILL ELLIOTT

Beyond Sacramento
No 2

Money Saving Prices
Drill's and Toiletries

Opposite P. O.

ILEE

"Your Family Theatre"

Thuis.-FrU

111 II.IIIM. MATKRIALS

Main St

"THE LETTER

"World in Flames"

—AT—

—FOR—

I xpcrt (leaning, repairing and
remodeling

HERBERT
MARSHALL

Patterson Drugr Co.

Mill. WOKK

KLEANWELL
Cleaners & Tailors

HFTTE
DAVIS

Expert
Prescription Service
("lean Fountain
I ■ .iluring
ie«thSfII Dairies ' Velvet"
Ice (ream
ISI MAIN STREET

•

—
Dec. 1213

VICTOR
Had \(.l I N

ANNA

NAGEL

"Diamond Frontier"
e

Saturday Only I

Dec. 11

2 Bif Features'
GENE Al'TRY

"Melody Ranch"
and
BOBBY JORDAN

"Hoys of the City"
BUTCHER'S
The oonvenlenl store for faculty
and student body.
Ml thing* \'< eat and drink

e
rVfJrt Mon.Tue! Dec. 1H17
■tin
smart
Una
Sand>
Frwin
Merkel

"SANDY GETS
HER MAN"

in the attractive Gift carton
that says...
Cofvl|!>t KM Utcnt 1 Mr*. Tw.cc. C».

Courteous Service

Interest paid on Savings Deposits

